Cherry Hinton Local History Chatterings - Edition February 2021
This month's newsletter features the changing face of Cherry Hinton High Street - the photos come
from the Cherry Hinton CCAN site (cherry-hinton.ccan.co.uk). There is an article from our own local
historian Michelle Bullivant on the Russian Arms and one from member Claire Kendon on the grass
verges opposite Chelwood Road. Our Chair Ken Hames has photos to show local floods, John Gates
looks at Trinity punts and there is follow-up to articles from last months's newsletter

Above see a photo taken 1925-35 of Hall Farm, Cherry Hinton High Street. The children are on the
stile to Love Lane (photo courtesy of the Cambridge Antiquarian Society). Below the same scene
taken by Geoff Kitchin on 19th October 1987. Hall Farm became Lloyds Bank now Each. Boots the
Chemist and the Dentists are now on the Garage Site! The Hardware Shop is Indish!
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The Russian Arms Public House
By Local Historian and Member Michelle Bullivant
Michelle very kindly said that I could use this article in the newsletter
The Russian Arms was a public house in Cherry Hinton, Cambridge, that was positioned on the east
side of Cherry Hinton High Street, one house north from the Baptist Chapel, on the junction of
Cherry Hinton High Street and Fisher's Lane. The records that I have found, so far, for this pub
cover dates from 1867 to 1912. So, we know that it was in existence for at least 40 years as the
‘Russian Arms’.

This photo shows the building as it
stands today. It is the building on the
left, with the burgundy front door in the
centre. The top three windows from the
left belong to this building, along with
the 2 bay windows either side of the
front door.

The only physical clue that we have to
show us that there was once a pub on this
site is the name above the front door,
shown below, which states “Russian House
1867”. This clue gives us a solid date for
this building and for, perhaps, its deliberate
construction for use as a public house in
1867. There are no records of a public
house upon this site, named the Russian
Arms or otherwise before this date.

Although, as a Cherry Hinton Enclosure Map of 1806 shows there were certainly buildings of some
kind on this plot. It is very likely, due to the angles at which both the older buildings depicted on
the 1806 map and the later Russian House building stands, that they were positioned to face what
was once one of the village greens in Cherry Hinton. Traditionally, the often thatched, cottages
would line the edges of a village green to face inwards in order to be able to keep an eye of the
cattle and livestock overnight when they were brought back in from the common land - just a little
further down Fisher's Lane was a small common called Drayton Common (now built upon) which
was in use throughout the medieval period. There is still some evidence today of the green at the
corner of Fisher's Lane where it joins with the High Street. There was also a large pond (now filled
in and built upon) on the other side of the road, on the High Street directly opposite the Baptist
Chapel - giving clues to one of the features often associated with a village and it's green - a village
pond. Perfect for keeping the livestock watered. It was very common to find a pub within this
scene but as I have mentioned we have no records suggesting a pub on this site any earlier that
our 1867 Russian House/Arms.
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I found this photo contributed by Sue Kitchin on our Cherry Hinton CCAN site, dated 1903 – 1907, it
shows the Baptist Chapel and the Russian Arms. Mo

Michelle Bullivant – The Russian Arms Public House -continued
The records that I have found, that mention or relate to the Russian Arms, are as follows (in
chronological order): OCTOBER 29th 1881 – Cambridge Chronicle

This is the first documentary evidence that I have found that discusses our pub. You can see from
the record that it is regarding the sale of the property. We know from that date of the building, that
it appears to have been constructed in 1867. 14 years later in 1881 it is being sold along with some
other properties and the auction of all of these properties, along with the pub, is taking place at the
Russian Arms itself. Auctions of property often took place in public houses in those days. What we
can see from the description of the Russian Arms, is what it would have looked like and how that
correlates to what remains today. The description lists the Russian Arms as 'new built', which in
essence it was, being about only 14 years old. The large bay windows mentioned are still there
today and we get a good description of what the building and pub itself would have been like, inside
and out.
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The seller of the property is William Wallis, an agent for the Netherhall Manor estate, and the
property is copyhold of the Manor of Hinton Netherhall. Netherhall Manor was one of the largest
Manors and would have been a physical manor house with a large administrative role in the
village. At the time of this sale of the Russian Arms in 1881, Netherhall Manor was no longer a
'manor house' but was an administrative body which ran the estate and lands still belonging to
what was Netherhall Manor.

The old Russian Arms Pub next to the Baptist Chapel 19.10.1987
Photo
by continues
Geoff Kitchin
found atBlog
www.cherry-hintonccan.co.uk
The
article
on Michelles’
– if you want to read more go to

https://www.michellebullivant.com/cherryhintonhistory/pubs-of-cherry-hinton

From new member Tony Mason
On The Green Hut and Lings
I remember my father Charlie
Mason building the brick toilets at
the rear of the Parish Room when I
was quite young. It was about the
time when he also extended Lings
shop on the opposite side of the
High Street.
Lings, after the extension, had a
large metal lined trunk into which
they had delivered ice cream on a
Tuesday. People queued along
Railway Street when it first arrived.
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Our Chair Ken Hames Remembers Floods in Cambridge
After all the rain we've had, here's a couple of photos of the spring floods in 1978.
This view is looking across Coe Fen towards the Mill Pond and Newnham Road. Note the handrails
on the footbridge over the Fen.

This photo taken from The Fen Causeway shows the river overflowing its banks.

I hope everyone is keeping safe and well. Is there light at the end of the tunnel?
I certainly hope so.
Best wishes
Ken
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Anyone who knows member Claire Kendon knows of her love and knowledge of flowers here she
links this to the History of Cherry Hinton. Information about the Cambridge University botanists she
mentions can be found in the following article.

It's not just a patch of green grass! by Member Claire Kendon
In one of her brilliant talks to the society Michelle Bullivant described how someone was in charge
of tethering donkeys on the roadside verge in the village. They moved them to fresh patches and
kept an eye on them. This reminded me of some recordings made outside 118/120 High Street
when the road was being scrapped and resurfaced to create bicycle lanes. The green verge was left
to grow wild as the contractors worked and there was a surge of flowering stems from what usually
looks like a patch of green grass.

This is the verge Claire is writing about taken on Monday 26 th February 2021
There is a list of the flowers and plants at the end of this writing which may be of interest to walkers
during the lockdown as they go to our "essential" shops. There are many wild flowers in that patch
if you look at the detail of the leaves crammed together.
In the past Cherry Hinton has often been referred to by botanists and several rare plants can still be
found.

John Ray

It was a favourite place for John Ray (1627 1705) who published the first Catalogue of
Flowering Plants in Cambridgeshire in 1660
listing 630 species. That book became the
model for other collections of recordings in
British Counties. He identified "Moon Carrot"
here in 1690 which is only found in 6 other
places in Britain and today people come here
especially to look for it.

“Moon Carrot”

Ray referred to places on the walk from town to Cherry Hinton - perhaps
these were along the Snakey Path and Daws Lane. Walking out of town to
botanise in the villages was a regular pastime. He mentions English Soft or
Gentle thistle "Melancholy Thistle" (Cirsium heterophyllum) growing on the
footway to Cherry Hinton. Somewhere there is an area known as Ray's field.
John Addenbrooke walked to botanise taking Ray's catalogue with him. It's
likely that their walks also included the rewarding "cherry pies" of Church
End that Michelle referred to on one of the society walks.
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It's not just a patch of green grass! by Member Claire Kendon – Continued
During 1830 Professor Henslow (seen with Charles Darwin in the
protrait) often came to botanise bringing with him a student who
he encouraged and inspired to become a naturalist. This was
Charles Darwin who joined the epic voyage of the Beagle in 1831
as an amateur geologist and naturalist. Henslow was also advising
on the plant collection in the old Botanic Gardens in town.

In 1836 Professor Charles Babington (1805- 1895) founded the
Ray Club which in 1860 resurveyed the catalogue of 1860. This
would have involved many visits with students to Cherry Hinton.
He himself published a Manual of British Botany in 1843. He
must have developed a love for the village because his grave,
marked by a celtic cross, is in the north east corner of the St.
Andrews graveyard. The cross is mad of Kennay Granite
(Aberdeen) and stands "under 3 elms" recording his death in
1895. At the same time there was a "veteran botanist" who was
a publisher and bookseller who lived from 1806 - 1899. He
seems to have bought and sold botanical papers. His name was
William Pamplin so he may possibly have links with the Pamplin
Family who had the Steam Plough business.

Professor Charles Babington

Photo found at www.cambsgeology.org
where a leaflet on the Geology of East Pit can be downloaded
Today the Chalk Pits on Limekiln Hill are important Wildlife Trust sites with excellent information
boards. They are still visited by students and interested walkers searching for chalk loving plants,
glow worms and even Peregrine Falcons. Not so long ago it was possible to see an island of chalk left
in the quarry at the request of botanists. Cherry Hinton resident Sid Maskell remembers climbing to
the top when a boy and seeing it left at the original height of the hill and preserving the plants. At
that time many of the farms near the village centre had rich mixes of wild flowers at the field edges.
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It's not just a patch of green grass! by Member Claire Kendon – Continued
Anyway, villages are always changing which is what makes history so interesting. The list which
follows of plants in the High Street in the late 2010's are a wonderful mixture of British
wildflowers. It's possible that when the road was a track between Church End and Mill End these
were growing on the "grassy banks" alongside. Maybe they were grazed by tethered donkeys and
sheep being driven to the dipping in the stream. Today possibly a "relic flora". Some of them are
useful medical herbs so could be randomly picked to make potions and lotions as well as flavouring
for stews etc.
Please look at the beautifully intricate leaves at this time of the year in the "not just grass" verge.
Sometimes they raise a flower head and seed, at other times they spread with roots and runners
to make that amazing green carpet under the cherry trees. John Ray would be keen to get down
on his hands and knees to compare his observations I'm sure.
List of Flora 118 - 120 High Street Verge
June 21st 2018
Ground Ivy
Willowherb
Pink Valerian
Wood Avens
Eyebright
Black Medic
Beard)
Stonecrop
Cocks foot grassOrange Hawkweed
Creeping cinquefoil
Bristly oxtongue
Meadow buttercup
Mouse eared Hawkweed
Shepherd's purse
Dandelion
Fox and cubs
Sunday August 12th 2018 - (rain after prolonged drought)
Mignonette (full flower)
Lesser Bindweed
Mallow
Ribwort plantain
Eyebright
Broad leaved plantain Buddleia
Dock
Ash seedling
Stone crop
Lemon balm
Willow herb
Dandelion
Violet leaves
Cinquefoil
Self heal
Clover
White Champion (flower)
Hop Trefoil (in flower)
Smooth Hawksbeard Yellow sorrel

Mignonette
Clematis (Old Man's
Ribwort plantain
Selfheal
Prickly sowthistle

Bristly oxtongue
Clematis
Stinging Nettle
Ground Ivy
Orange hawkweed
Cranesbill
Rosebay Willow Herb

Sunday March 24th 2019 - (after winter with little snow and warm days 14th to 15th February)
Common storksbill (flower)
Forget me not (flower) Dock (leaf)
Groundsel (flower)
Soft cranesbill (flower) Henbit (flower)
Dandelion (flower)
Self heal (flower)
Daisy (flower)
Eyebright (buds)
Violet (flower)
Wood Avens (leaf)
Clover (leaf)
Dogs mercury (buds) Fumitory (flower)
Speedwell (flower)
Chervil (leaves)
White rocket
Creeping thistle (leaves)

Cherry Lodge
This is the information that Michelle gave on the
walk. If you walk forwards, down March Lane, just
on your left-hand side, the first house, set back from
the road is an old house that was called Cherry
Lodge which once had extensive orchards at the
rear. It was at Cherry Lodge, on March Lane, that
students from Peterhouse would make their way
across the fields to gather and eat the ripe cherries
from its orchards in the late summer months.
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Biographies of the Botanists mentioned in Claire’s Article
I really loved the idea of these learned botanical men finding the flora of Cherry Hinton so
interesting. How amazing to think Charles Darwin knew our village. Claire’s article made me want
to know a little more about their lives so I researched the internet and found this information. Mo

John Ray - A Biography by Jennifer Brown www.braintreemuseum.co.uk
So who was John Ray, and what were his contributions to natural
history? Ray was a local figure from a humble background. Born in the
village of Black Notley in 1627 to the village blacksmith, Roger, and his
wife Elizabeth, the local herbalist, he was schooled in the village
church and then Braintree Grammar School. He excelled in his
studies, leading him to be selected for a scholarship to the University
of Cambridge, funded through the will of local man Thomas Hobbes.
In an age when money and power were the main door-openers to
Oxbridge and the ‘leisure’ of academic research, such funding for
men of Ray’s circumstances were vital.
A chance life event set Ray on the path he followed for the rest of his life. He suffered from a serious
illness in 1650, and whilst taking convalescing walks around the Cambridge countryside regained his
interest in plants originally kindled by childhood walks with his mother, the herbalist. During the next
six years he collected and studied plant specimens, and in 1660 published the first ever flora of an
English county – ‘A Catalogue of Cambridge Plants’. Sadly, in 1662 he was forced to leave Cambridge
for conscientious reasons, but this loss of academic resources and position did not cause Ray to give
up on his studies. Rather, the next four decades until his death in 1703 saw Ray produce works that
laid the foundations for many modern branches of natural history. Many of these were produced
after he had returned to his home village of Black Notley in 1678.
John Ray’s connection to Cambridge spanned nearly 20 years. He was a student at Cambridge
between 1644 and 1647, first at St Catherine’s College and then Trinity College. Graduating with his
BA in 1647/8, he was made a Minor Fellow at Trinity in 1649 (a fellow is the term used for academic
staff at the university), and a Major Fellow two years later. This was followed by a succession of
appointments: Greek lecturer (1651), Mathematics Lecturer (1653) and Reader in Humanities (1655).
Remarkably, however, the majority of the natural history research for which he is now remembered
was actually conducted after he was forced to leave Cambridge for conscientious reasons relating to
religion in 1662.
Despite this termination of his connection with Cambridge both colleges hold a large archive on Ray.
This relates both to his time at the University and his subsequent work in natural history. The esteem
in which he is held there is indicated by his inclusion on the ‘Great Scientists’ stained glass window in
Trinity College Chapel. Ray features here alongside other great former students of the college
including Newton and Isaac Barrow. He has therefore been equated with some of the biggest and
best known names in science.

MARCH NEWSLETTER - Can you make a contribution?
Thanks to everyone who has contributed to this newsletter.
if you have any feedback on articles in any of the newsletters please send it to me
email mo@cherrydesigns.org.uk or phone 01223 210724 by March 20th
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Professor Henslow -I found this at www.botanic.cam.ac.uk

The original Botanic Garden of Cambridge University
was founded in 1762 in the centre of the City, now
known as the New Museums Site. It grew plants used for
teaching medical students at the University. John
Stevens Henslow, Professor of Botany at Cambridge from
1825 – 1861, was responsible for moving the Garden to
its current site. Here he designed the new Garden to
host a wonderful tree collection, but his ideas about
variation and the nature of species are what caught the
attention of his famous protege, Charles Darwin.

John Henslow was 29 years old when he accepted the Chair of Botany in 1825, when botany was at
a very low ebb in the University. No lectures had been given for 30 years and the Botanic Garden in
the centre of the city was struggling. Henslow’s energy and political skill persuaded the University
that if serious experimental botany was to take its rightful place in the upsurge of natural science
studies at Cambridge in the early 19th century, the Botanic Garden needed to move to a much
larger site.
The extra acres would allow the cultivation for study of exciting new tree species then being
described as a result of the exploration of western North America. No longer would a botanic
garden be regarded as little more than a drug plant nursery for teaching medical students –
Henslow’s view was that this Garden should be for the study of the plants themselves.
I also found this information about an article written by Professor John Parker, Director of the
Botanic Gardens, and colleagues on www.cam.ac.uk
Professor John Henslow, founder of the Cambridge University Botanic Garden, sparked Darwin’s
interest in the systematic study of variation through his lectures and teaching between 1829 and
1831.
The article by Professor Parker and colleagues in ‘Nature’ claims that it was Professor Henslow’s
research into the nature of plant species that established the necessary intellectual framework for
Darwin’s subsequent evolutionary thinking.
Henslow assembled a herbarium of the British flora between 1821 and 1835 which contained over
10,000 plants. Henslow organised his herbarium to emphasize variation within species and
determine the limits between species. He was a religious man who believed the orthodoxy of the
day that species were stable and did not evolve. To aid him, he enlisted about a hundred
collaborators, one of whom was the young Charles Darwin.
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Professor Charles Cardale Babington – I found this at www.natstand.org.uk

Charles Cardale Babington was among the most eminent
botanists of his time and spent virtually his whole life at St
John's College, Cambridge, which he entered as an
undergraduate and progressed to become a Professor of Botany,
the successor to Professor Henslow, in 1861.
He was a member of a large, affluent and influential family
which included landowners, clergmen, members of Parliament
and political thinkers. Several of his relatives were also
interested in, and active in, aspects of natural history.

Although primarily known as a botanist, he had earier shown a strong interest in entomology,
sharing a passion for beetles with Charles Darwin who was a Cambridge undergraduate around the
same time as Babington. He retained a keen interest in antiquarian matters throughout his life but
an early interest in phrenology (c.f. H. C. Watson) fortunately waned. He was a member of the
Botanical Exchange Club and the Edinburgh Botanical Society. His personal herbarium is preserved
at Cambridge University CGE.
This gives a little more facts about his life :- Charles Cardale Babington (1808-1895) was born on 23
November 1808 at Ludlow, Shropshire. He was educated at Charterhouse, before matriculating at St
John's College, Cambridge, in 1826 (B.A., 1830; M.A., 1833), where he became a fellow. He was
professor of botany at the university, 1861-1895. Babington carried out intensive research in
natural history. He helped to found the Entomological Society in 1833, and the Cambridge
Antiquarian Society in 1840. He died at Brookside, Cambridge, on 22 July 1895.

Back to the High Street – The Post Office and the Old Pump
Courtesy of the Cambridgeshire Collection 1913 -23
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A Walk along the High Street from the Chequers by the Recreation Ground to the 5 Bells

The Chequers 1955-75 donated by N. Cullup

The Fruit & Flower Shop 02.02.95
Photo Geoff Kitchin

Photograph
Geoff Kitchin
19.10.87

Photograph
Geoff Kitchin
19.10.87

Photo Geoff Kitchin 17.09.81

Photo Norman Daniels 01.05.2008
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As the warmer weather arrives (we hope!) Committee Member John Gates tells us about
TRINITY COLLEGE PUNTS

A Trinity College Punt – Photo www.trin.cam.ac.uk
Trinity College, like many of the other colleges, have their own punts on the river. Trinity punts are
different as they are available for hire by the public, from the Garret Hostel Lane gate. Another
difference is that Trinity punts have names, unlike Scudamore's boats which just have numbers

Photo clarechase.com

Some of the names seem rather strange, here are some I spotted earlierGrace Cheer Little Kitten
Diabolis in Musica
Hat Trick
Fury Codon
Sheet to the Wind
Peace Sweet Mad George
Blind Mouse Little Maid
Step to Heaven
Wise Monkey
As you can see some look a bit odd, but if you add "Three" (Trinity) and pluralise some and change
the spelling of others you get something that is more recognisable.
So "Blind Mouse" becomes "Three Blind Mice" and "Peace Sweet" becomes "Three Piece Suite".
Other names such as "Hat Trick" are connected with "Three".
Codon and Codon Three are used in genetics,
and "Diabolis in Musica" (or Tritone) is an interval of three tones, which is difficult to sing, hence The
Devil to Sing.
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New Member Tony Mason’s mother lived in one of the cottages in the Spinney opposite
the Robin Hood which Michelle told us about In January’s newsletter.

Tony writes “This is a photo of my mother when she lived in this cottage which was on the edge of
the Spinney immediately opposite the High Street. In later life she lived in No. 10 Railway Street
where my sister Ann (Flack) and I lived as children.”

Correction to the Answer to Quiz Question 85 in the January Newsletter
Of course The Folk Festival started in 1964 not 1954 as stated. Apologies for the error.

From Member Janice Lambert – Would you like one of these books?
These books were left by our friend Ann Flack who died in September. They are by the local historian
F. T. Unwin and [I think all] are signed by him. Ann’s husband John who you may remember was also a
member of the local History Society was a book-binder at the University Library and he bound these
for her. Listed in no particular order:
Pimbo What Pimbo did next

Pimbo and Jenny in Old Cambridge
Knock on any door with
Pimbo and Jenny
A Cambridge Childhood
A Cambridge Childhood Revisited
Gentle Tales of Old
Cambridge
More Gentle Tales of Cambridge
Cambridge Barber Shop Tales
Cambridge Crime Busters
Cambridge Tales of Mystery and Mirth
In the Shadow of Kings From Cambridge one and all
Cambridge as War Clouds roll by
Fame costs
Only the Lonely
Dew on my feet
If you would like one of these books please contact Janice directly at
lambert.janice@virginmedia.com or phone 01223 570480

